DATA SHEET

COMPROMISE ASSESSMENT
Identify Ongoing and Past Attacker Activity in your Environment F / A / S / T
Fast / Accurate / Simple / Thorough

WHAT IS IT?
CyCraft Compromise Assessment Services are uniquely designed to
provide, in under one day after scanning, a comprehensive, automated,
evidence-based analysis and evaluation of your organization’s security
reality including identifying all ongoing and past incidents of unauthorized
access, malicious activity, and indicators of compromise. Following that,
schedule a call with an analyst to go over findings and plan remediation.
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The most impressive
feature is FAST. An
incident once occurred,
and it took about half
a day for CyCraft
to inspect 4,000+
endpoints, saving
us a lot of time and
workforce costs on
investigation.
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CRITICAL DELIVERABLES
Rapid automated reporting and human analysis of your site-wide cyber
situation, including:

READY FOR A
DEMO?

- Full storylines of any & all malicious activity

Visit CyCraft.com

- Site-wide root cause analysis for malicious activity
- Highly suspicious activity
- Malicious domain, IP, & malware analysis
- Shadow IT analysis
- A step-by-step plan for eradication
- Optional: Eradication confirmation
- Up-to-date CyberTotal global threat intelligence hunting and mapping
- MITRE ATT&CK mapping

About CyCraft
CyCraft provides organizations worldwide with the innovative AI-driven technology necessary
to stop cyber threats in the 2020s. CyCraft technology is uniquely designed to detect the
latest trends in malicious behavior, automate investigations, and auto-triage alerts, allowing
CyCraft customers to detect, track, contain, and eradicate threats in near real-time.
@ 2022 CyCraft Technology Corporation. All rights reserved.

engage@cycraft.com
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WHY IT MATTERS
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Deploy scanners to endpoints (Win, Lin, & Mac), and optionally a network
scanner. CyCraft collects the scanner data, performs automated and
human analyses generating a report and presentation, and holds a
debriefing session with you to go over what was found and what needs
to be done to get back to a good security state.

URGENT PAIN RESOLVED
Compliance
Rapidly meet compromise
assessment regulations in your
industry in a cost-effective way

Speed with Thoroughness
Compromise assessments are
often lengthy and intrusive.
With CyCraft you can expedite
frictionless site-wide automated
investigations in large, OShybrid environments across all
endpoints and network.

Truly Actionable

EASE OF USE
- Rapidly deploy on-prem or from cloud in geographically dispersed,
hybrid OS environments
- Non-intrusively and quickly get to the cyber ground truth org-wide
and understand the efficacy of your blue team and your cyber hygiene
- Debriefing session with analyst to answer all of your questions and
provide guidance for how to handle any malicious or suspicious
behavior found

CyCraft CA provides step-bystep actionable intelligence
and visibility to resolve all
issues discovered across your
organization.

BENEFITS TO
CUSTOMERS + PARTNERS

WHAT SETS CYCRAFT APART?

Ease and Speed of
Deployment

CyCraft CA Services are MITRE ATT&CK validated; can reduce forensic
analysis time by 99% due to proprietary advancements in forensic AI;
provide industry-leading accuracy as relied on by top banks, government
agencies, and semiconductor manufacturers; and maintain a 5-star
Gartner Peer Insights review rating.

CyCraft CA deploys with
standard deployment methods.

CYCRAFT MEETS GDPR & JAPAN PRIVACY LAWS
- We collect far less data than Windows
- We don’t collect payment data, presentation files, messaging/
email contents, or anything that would violate GDPR/Privacy
laws
- In fact, we aid in GDPR/Privacy law compliance:
- We stop attackers from stealing your data
- We enable quicker reporting to meet compliance

CYCRAFT ADVANTAGE
CyCraft customers choose us for our strong customer focus, ability to
create internal/operational efficiencies, enhance and enrich decision
making, improve compliance issues, tackle risk management, expert
service and support, as well as our platform’s functionality and overall
performance.
As your organization grows and expands, your security team can lean
on CyCraft to not only adapt and scale with you but ensure that you
are ready to tackle the active and emerging cyber threats of today and
tomorrow.
@ 2022 CyCraft Technology Corporation. All rights reserved.

Minimally Intrusive
CyCraft CA runs with a low
footprint across network,
memory, and CPU, all
of which are adjustable
for legacy and resource
constrained environments.

Accuracy
Know the cybersecurity
ground truth for your
organization. CyCraft CA
gives you MITRE ATT&CK
validated situation reports,
with zero false positives.

The Human Touch
Analysts debrief you over all
threats major and minor sidewide, even if your org is in
multiple regions.
※ Optional network CA with
ThreatWall appliance

